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The Generosity Network New Transformational Tools
For Successful Fund Raising
Help non-profits apply storytelling principles to their comunications for maximum effect.
Encourages non-profits to interpret fundraising and engagement through the perspective of
storytelling
Learning Your Past to Shape Your Future -- Taking Stewardship to the Next Level -- Balance
Takes Many Forms -- What Does This Mean? -- Notes -- CHAPTER 10: Fielding a
Multigenerational Team -- A New Multigenerational Landscape -- Know-How and Know-Who -Building Peerage, Not Adding a Kids' Table -- Respecting Generational Personalities -- What
Does This Mean? -- Notes -- CHAPTER 11: Next Gen Philanthropic Identity -- The Importance of
Becoming -- The Difficulty of the Launch -- Breaking Norms: Next Gen Is Now Gen -- What Does
This Mean? -- Notes -- CHAPTER 12: Conclusion: Making the Most of the Golden Age of Giving
-- The Coming Revolution -- Will the Golden Age Really Be Golden? -- Seek Transformation Not
Transaction -- Use Your Power for Good -- The Next Gen Is the Now Gen -- Notes -- APPENDIX:
Methods and Data -- Data Collection and Analysis -- Characteristics of the Sample -- Current
Limitations and Future Research -- Notes -- ABOUT THE AUTHORS -- INDEX -- END USER
LICENSE AGREEMENT
The biggest, most important issue in business today--becoming digital--touches not only
traditional enterprises but the most avant-garde of Internet companies as well. Old-economy
companies must take steps to avoid becoming victims of capitalism's creative destruction, the
unofficial system that flushes out the old to make way for the new. For dot-com companies the
question is whether or not they are flash-in-the-pan businesses with no long-term prospects of
profitability and customer loyalty. Most of the early efforts to answer the question "How digital is
your business?" have been shrouded in techno-speak: a veritable Tower of Babel unconnected
with the real needs of business. Slywotzky and Morrison show, first of all, that becoming digital is
not about any of the following: having a great Web site, setting up a separate e-business, having
next-generation software, or wiring your workforce. What they so creatively demonstrate is that a
digital business is one whose strategic options have been transformed--and significantly
broadened--by the use of digital technologies. A digital business has strategic differentiation, a
business model that creates and captures profits in new ways and develops powerful new value
propositions for customers and talent. Above all, a digital business is one that is unique. How
Digital Is Your Business? is a groundbreaking book with universal appeal for everyone in the
business world. It offers: * Profiles of the future: the in-depth story of the digital pioneers--Dell
Computer, Charles Schwab, Cisco Systems, Cemex. * Insight into how to change a traditional
enterprise into a digital business: the stories of GE and IBM. * An analysis of the profitable dotcoms: AOL, Yahoo!, and eBay. While How Digital Is Your Business? has great stories and case
studies, its most invaluable central idea is that of digital business design and the array of
powerful digital tools it offers for use in creating a digital future for your own company.
Charitable giving is on the rise in America. Despite the lingering effects of the economic
downturn, Americans continue to give generously of their time, talent, and money – more than
$335 billion in 2013, a 4.4% increase from 2011. What’s more, the bulk of that charitable giving –
72% – came not from large foundations or corporations, but from individuals making small gifts.
For those with passion for a cause and a generous spirit, it’s vitally important that they leverage
their gift in the right way in order to have the greatest impact possible. In her first book EVERY
GIFT MATTERS (Greenleaf; May 2015), Carrie Morgridge shares inspiring stories of powerful
gifts in action showing readers how to turn the act of giving into a vehicle for positive change.
Drawing on 15 years of experience supporting causes that align with her passions through gifts,
Morgridge demonstrates how a smart strategy, high expectations, a deep network, and hands-on
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personal involvement will ensure that one’s gift is compounded over time to have the biggest
impact possible. “Each person and every gift can make a difference,” writes Morgridge.
“Whoever you are, no matter how much or how little you have, your gift matters. The smallest,
seemingly unimportant, donation can transform a life. And the best news is that giving
transforms two lives: the one who receives and the one who gives.” Through her role as Vice
President of The Morgridge Family Foundation, Morgridge has learned what works – and what
doesn’t – when it comes to giving. She argues that in order to ensure meaningful and lasting
change, a gift must be more than simply a grant of money. The giver must assess whether the
program is the right fit, work hand-in-hand with the key leaders on strategy, develop a plan for
making the endeavor sustainable, and ensure that their gift can be leveraged to have a bigger
impact on the community. By sharing real-life stories of how this hands-on approach to giving has
transformed lives – including her own – Morgridge inspires others to believe that they can also
make a difference in their community, no matter the size of their gift.
Causes, Manifestations, and Consequences
Taking the Work Out of Networking
The Transformative Practice of Taking Nothing for Granted
How Digital Is Your Business?
Delusional Altruism
Cascades: How to Create a Movement that Drives Transformational Change
The Non-Profit Narrative

Dialogue provides practical guidelines for one of the essential
elements of true partnership--learning how to talk together in
honest and effective ways. Reveals how problems between managers
and employees, and between companies or divisions within a
larger corporation, stem from an inability to conduct a
successful dialogue.
Something new and important is afoot. Nonprofit and
philanthropic organizations are under increasing pressure to do
more and to do better to increase and improve productivity with
fewer resources. Social entrepreneurs, community-minded leaders,
nonprofit organizations, and philanthropists now recognize that
to achieve greater impact they must adopt a network-centric
approach to solving difficult problems. Building networks of
like-minded organizations and people offers them a way to weave
together and create strong alliances that get better leverage,
performance, and results than any single organization is able to
do. While the advantages of such networks are clear, there are
few resources that offer easily understandable, field-tested
information on how to form and manage social-impact networks.
Drawn from the authors’ deep experience with more than thirty
successful network projects, Connecting to Change the World
provides the frameworks, practical advice, case studies, and
expert knowledge needed to build better performing networks.
Readers will gain greater confidence and ability to anticipate
challenges and opportunities. Easily understandable and full of
actionable advice, Connecting to Change the World is an
informative guide to creating collaborative solutions to tackle
the most difficult challenges society faces.
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An exploration of the ways that everyday life in the city is
defined by commuting. We spend much of our lives in transit to
and from work. Although we might dismiss our daily commute as a
wearying slog, we rarely stop to think about the significance of
these daily journeys. In Transit Life, David Bissell explores
how everyday life in cities is increasingly defined by
commuting. Examining the overlooked events and encounters of the
commute, Bissell shows that the material experiences of our
daily journeys are transforming life in our cities. The commute
is a time where some of the most pressing tensions of
contemporary life play out, striking at the heart of such issues
as our work-life balance; our relationships with others; our
sense of place; and our understanding of who we are. Drawing on
in-depth fieldwork with commuters, journalists, transit
advocates, policymakers, and others in Sydney, Australia,
Transit Life takes a holistic perspective to change how we think
about commuting. Rather than arguing that transport
infrastructure investment alone can solve our commuting
problems, Bissell explores the more subtle but powerful forms of
social change that commuting creates. He examines the complex
politics of urban mobility through multiple dimensions,
including the competencies that commuters develop over time;
commuting dispositions and the social life of the commute; the
multiple temporalities of commuting; the experience of commuting
spaces, from footpath to on-ramp, both physical and digital; the
voices of commuting, from private rants to drive-time radio; and
the interplay of materialities, ideas, advocates, and
organizations in commuting infrastructures.
What does it take to change the world? This book will show you
how to harness the power of CASCADES to create a revolutionary
movement! If you could make a change—any change you wanted—what
would it be? Would it be something in your organization or your
industry? Maybe something it’s in your community or throughout
society as a whole? Creating true change is never easy. Most
startups don’t survive. Most community groups never get beyond
small local actions. Even when a spark catches fire and
protesters swarm the streets, it often seems to fizzle out
almost as fast as it started. The status quo is, almost by
definition, well entrenched and never gives up without a fight.
In this groundbreaking book, one of today's top innovation
experts delivers a guide for driving transformational change. To
truly change the world or even just your little corner of it,
you don’t need a charismatic leader or a catchy slogan. What you
need is a cascade: small groups that are loosely connected but
united by a common purpose. As individual entities, these groups
may seem inconsequential, but when they synchronize their
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collective behavior as networks, they become immensely powerful.
Through the power of cascades, a company can be made anew, an
industry disrupted, or even an entire society reshaped. As
Satell takes us through past and present movements, he explains
exactly why and how some succeed while others fail.
A Fortunate Life
The Generosity Path
Inspiring Generosity
New Transformational Tools for Successful Fund-Raising
A Dangerous Quest to Overcome Inequalities
Transformational Philanthropy
Every Gift Matters

Fundraising experts Karen Brooks Hopkins of the Brooklyn Academy of Music
and Carolyn Stolper Friedman of the Contemporary Museum of Art in Chicago
offer important insights into today's best fundraising strategies for arts and
cultural organizations of all sizes. New to this edition is an in-depth examination
of corporate sponsorships, as well as a detailed chapter on endowment
campaigns. All statistics, appendixes, and examples have been updated, and
many helpful examples, including pledge forms, campaign statements, and
sponsorship contracts, are also included.
In the first book on philanthropy written from a donor’s perspective,
businesswoman and philanthropist Lisa Greer lifts the lid on our charitable sector,
with an authentic account that describes exactly how outdated the sector has
become and why it’s at risk of collapse.
“Impact Investor” Kim Tan challenges the church to ask whether or not the
gospel as we interpret it today really embodies the jubilee vision of the Bible.
Imagine a group of forty adults living in a community, assisting each other to buy
houses, sharing material wealth and releasing the surplus to help others as a
practical outworking of the biblical principles of jubilee. Kim Tan was part of this
group who defined principles of sacrificial generosity, stewardship, and social
holiness. This book is in two parts. First it walks through the Old Testament on
the Jubilee program as given in the covenant to Israel at Mt. Sinai. An idealistic
vision was followed by the failure of Israel to practice this teaching. We trace the
Jubilee practices in the New Testament through the early Church and later
Church history. The second part focuses on modern expressions of Jubilee as it
has caught the imagination of various individuals and groups working out
different aspects of the Jubilee in their lives. Modern expressions of the biblical
Jubilee include: 1. Communities sharing goods 2. Wealth creation & distribution
3. Cancellation of debt 4. Feeding the widows 5. Set the captives free 6.
Stewarding the environment
Financial giving can be its own spiritual path. We have a deep potential for
meaning-making and life satisfaction when we look to grow from being
occasional, haphazard donors to deliberate, ambitious ones - the life-changing
transition from donor to philanthropist. With easy-to-read guidance, The
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Generosity Path sheds new light on our finances - connecting money to our
values, beliefs, and loves - promoting skills and strategies in charitable giving.
Starting from a very personal place, it helps readers to find clarity in their own
experience and then focus on their areas of passion to build a plan of action.
Inspiring personal stories help demonstrate the development of financial
generosity, the challenges involved, and the deeper benefits we all might expect
from being more intentional with our giving. Creative tools for reflection and
practice guide readers' progress. This practical yet wise volume also features
information about collective giving in a community setting, family, or giving circle.
Ideal for religious and civic organizations, The Generosity Path includes a
discussion guide for group use.
An Introvert's Guide to Making Connections That Count
Engage
The Science of Generosity
How Lateral Power Is Transforming Energy, the Economy, and the World
Generation Impact
How Building Human Resilience to Climate Disruption Can Safeguard Society
and Increase Wellbeing
Unlock the Hidden Power of Connections for Wealth, Success, and Happiness in
the Digital Age
The Industrial Revolution, powered by oil and other fossil
fuels, is spiraling into a dangerous endgame. The price of
gas and food are climbing, unemployment remains high, the
housing market has tanked, consumer and government debt is
soaring, and the recovery is slowing. Facing the prospect of
a second collapse of the global economy, humanity is
desperate for a sustainable economic game plan to take us
into the future. Here, Jeremy Rifkin explores how Internet
technology and renewable energy are merging to create a
powerful "Third Industrial Revolution." He asks us to
imagine hundreds of millions of people producing their own
green energy in their homes, offices, and factories, and
sharing it with each other in an "energy internet," just
like we now create and share information online. Rifkin
describes how the five-pillars of the Third Industrial
Revolution will create thousands of businesses, millions of
jobs, and usher in a fundamental reordering of human
relationships, from hierarchical to lateral power, that will
impact the way we conduct commerce, govern society, educate
our children, and engage in civic life. Rifkin's vision is
already gaining traction in the international community. The
European Union Parliament has issued a formal declaration
calling for its implementation, and other nations in Asia,
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Africa, and the Americas, are quickly preparing their own
initiatives for transitioning into the new economic
paradigm. The Third Industrial Revolution is an insider's
account of the next great economic era, including a look
into the personalities and players — heads of state, global
CEOs, social entrepreneurs, and NGOs — who are pioneering
its implementation around the world.
Through a broad scope of quotations, poems, and true-life
stories, Inspiring Courage offers inspiration to help us
authentically live life to the fullest, even against all
odds. How can we manage to move forward in the face of
hardship, when the odds aren’t in our favor? Inspiring
Courage offers us a beautiful companion to the challenges of
daily life—it is a book of inspiration and a resource for
finding strength when the very notion of courage seems
unfathomable. This collection of quotations, poetry, and
uplifting accounts of ordinary acts of life-changing
courage—often in the face of fear—are carefully selected to
open us up to living life fully, from a place of strength
and love. In this book we are inspired to all kinds of
courage: courage to live a human life, courage to face
disaster, and courage to help an ailing world. Included are
stories of ordinary people who have faced illness, loss, and
discrimination, and taken on political challenges and the
environmental crisis. Selected poems and quotations include
figures like Martin Luther King, Jr., Mark Twain, the
Buddha, Maya Angelou, Rainer Maria Rilke, Pema Chodron,
Rumi, Wendell Berry, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and many more.
Unleashing Personal Success and Organizational Performance
in Today’s Virtual Workplace Remote working is the new
reality, and transactional work – provided by freelancers,
contract employees or consultants – has increased
exponentially. It is forecast that as much as half the labor
force will be working independently and virtually by 2020.
Most organizations are still grappling with how to
effectively manage their virtual staff and how to
effectively support and motivate them – an increasingly
urgent task as more Millennials join the workforce, bringing
changed attitudes to work satisfaction. This book, the fruit
of the author’s three decades of experience planning and
implementing remote working environments, provides expert
guidance for anyone planning a shift to remote working,
managing teams of teleworkers, or themselves working in a
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virtual team. The author’s key message is that, in an
environment where there is no face to face and informal
contact, virtual working requires the creation of a matrix
of distributed teams, and that their success depends on the
right preparation, changing corporate culture and rewards,
and implementing appropriate strategies at the management
level to create team cohesion and motivate team members.
Working Virtually is for the executive leading changes in an
enterprise that is preparing for virtual work or seeking to
improve current performance. It offers tools to assess
readiness, advice on creating appropriate reward policies,
and strategies to adapt performance management processes to
be more team-driven and technology leveraged. Working
Virtually is written to and for the virtual leader who wants
to establish high performing virtual teams. It provides an
understanding of the roles and responsibilities of managing
a virtual team, offering a wealth of advice on creating the
conditions for collaboration, motivating team members, and
identifying and defusing problems. Working Virtually is for
the professional who works remotely from home, on the road,
or in an office with remote colleagues. It is for anyone who
wants to succeed in this new work environment by developing
skills and networks to create a sustained and satisfying
career path. With this new edition providing a 360° view of
the roles and objectives of all stakeholders in the virtual
workspace, this book uniquely provides readers with a
rounded picture of the policies, processes, work habits, and
commitments needed to achieve the shared goal of high
performance remote teams. Goodreads Book Giveaway Working
Virtually by Trina Hoefling Giveaway ends March 31, 2017.
See the giveaway details at Goodreads. Enter Giveaway /div
An upcoming book to be published by Penguin Random House.
Diversity, Transformative Knowledge, and Civic Education
Inspired Philanthropy
The Third Industrial Revolution
Citizen You
Entrepreneurs and Nonprofits
Philanthropy Revolution: How to Inspire Donors, Build
Relationships and Make a Difference
How Commuting Is Transforming Our Cities
No matter how great Sunday's worship service was, there's
always another Sunday lurking at the end of the next week
that must be planned. Church leaders often fall into ruts,
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working on automatic pilot just trying to get things
together, which does not allow for much creativity or focus
on designing services that lead to transformation for those
involved in them. Engage is a step-by-step, stress-free
guide to planning worship services that allow for and foster
true life change. Comprehensive in scope, Engage provides
teaching pastors, worship leaders, and volunteers with the
tools they need to work together to develop and implement a
worship planning system that improves communication,
enhances creativity, and honors Jesus every week.
Be Fearless is researched-based call to action for those
seeking to live extraordinary lives and bring about
transformational change. LOS ANGELES TIMES BESTSELLER *
NATIONAL BESTSELLER Weaving together storytelling, practical
tips and inspiration, the book will teach you how to put the
five fearless principles to work so that you too can spark
the sorts of remarkable breakthroughs that can impact the
world. Philanthropist, investor, and technology pioneer Jean
Case brings to life the five Be Fearless principles common
to the people and organizations that bring about
transformational change. When National Geographic Chairman
Jean Case set out to investigate the core qualities of great
change makers, past and present, from inventors to
revolutionaries, she found five surprising traits they all
had in common. These weren’t wealth, privilege, or even
genius. What all of these exceptional men and women shared
was that they had chosen to make a “big bet,” take bold
risks, learn from their failures, reach beyond their
bubbles, and let urgency conquer fear. Throughout Be
Fearless, Jean vividly illustrates these principles through
storytelling—from her own transformational life experiences,
to Jane Goodall’s remarkable breakthroughs in understanding
and protecting chimpanzees, to celebrity chef José Andrés’
decision to be a “first responder” and take his kitchen to
the sites of devastating hurricanes to feed the hungry, to
Madame C.J. Walker’s vision to build a hair care empire that
would employ thousands across the country, and more. She
shares new insights to stories you might think you know—like
Airbnb’s tale of starting from scratch to transform the
hospitality industry, to John F. Kennedy’s history-making
moonshot—and gems from changemakers you’ve never heard of.
Be Fearless features a compelling foreword from Jane Goodall
saying “there is no time in history when it has been more
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important to Be Fearless” and a new afterword with stories
of people inspired to take action after reading the book.
We are entering a new era—an era of impact. The largest
intergenerational transfer of wealth in history will soon be
under way, bringing with it the potential for huge increases
in philanthropic funding. Engine of Impact shows how
nonprofits can apply the principles of strategic leadership
to attract greater financial support and leverage that
funding to maximum effect. As Good to Great author Jim
Collins writes in his foreword, this book offers "a detailed
roadmap of disciplined thought and action for turning a good
nonprofit into one that can achieve great impact at scale."
William F. Meehan III and Kim Starkey Jonker identify seven
essential components of strategic leadership that set highachieving organizations apart from the rest of the nonprofit
sector. Together, these components form an "engine of
impact"—a system that organizations must build, tune, and
fuel if they hope to make a real difference in the world.
Drawing on decades of teaching, advising, grantmaking, and
research, Meehan and Jonker provide an actionable guide that
executives, staff, board members, and donors can use to
jumpstart their own performance and to achieve extraordinary
results for their organization. Along with setting forth
best practices using real-world examples, the authors
outline common management challenges faced by nonprofits,
showing how these challenges differ from those faced by forprofit businesses in important and often-overlooked ways. By
offering crucial insights on the fundamentals of nonprofit
management, this book will help leaders equip their
organizations to fire on all cylinders and unleash the full
potential of the nonprofit sector. Visit
www.engineofimpact.org for additional information.
Citing a rise in grassroots activism sparked by the Obama
administration, a guide for civic-minded citizens shares
practical counsel on how to improve one's communities and
the world using small-scale and local resources.
Essentials of Strategic Leadership in the Nonprofit Sector
A Revolution in Generosity
Finding the Richness in Gving
Transforming Stewards to be Rich Toward God
How Social Entrepreneurs Are Changing the World
Transformational Resilience
How Telling Stories Can Change the World
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Transformational Philanthropy: Entrepreneurs and Nonprofits
is a practical guide on attracting entrepreneurs to
nonprofit organizations as an investor, donor and true
philanthropist. It provides insight into the decision making
patterns, expectations, and philanthropic behaviors of
entrepreneurs. The primary use of this book will be for
those in the philanthropic world to understand how to
approach entrepreneurs for donations and contributions. The
book includes real world examples, industry statistics, case
studies, interviews, and important how-to tips related to
entrepreneurs.
Inspiring stories and beautifully typeset quotations about
generosity. WARNING: This book might change your life. The
desire to act generously arrives like an uninvited guest,
unexpectedly, like a lightning bolt, in a mere moment. A
gesture, a news story, a quotation in a book, a passing
remark can change everything. For many, that moment is
enough for generosity to move into their hearts and minds
and become central to their lives. This book will help
readers open their hearts to the power of their own innate
generosity, their desire to make a difference in the world,
to help make someone's day a little brighter or their world
a bit more secure. It will kindle a spark in readers' hearts
that moves them into the sunshine of a more generous life.
If one life is more generous, we all prosper. That is one of
generosity's most wonderful qualities: it is utterly
contagious. Inspiring Generosity is an invitation to savor a
sampling of the very best inspirations on the subject of
generosity. It includes fourteen contemporary stories of
"generosity heroes" whose lives have been transformed by the
power of generosity. Sprinkled throughout these stories are
writings, poems, and quotes from Shakespeare, Hafiz, Emily
Dickinson, George Eliot, Wendell Berry, Sharon Olds, Naomi
Shibab Nye, Donald Justice, Winston Churchill, Mother
Teresa, Maya Angelou, Gandhi, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
John Steinbeck, James Joyce, Leo Tolstoy, Walt Whitman,
Henry David Thoreau, Goethe, Seneca, Albert Schweitzer, Anne
Frank, and many others.
An internationally known public speaker, entrepreneur, and
marketing executive shares practical, up-to-date tips for
mastering the skills of networking. Networking doesn’t have
to be that frenzied old-school game of calendars packed with
stuffy power lunches and sterile evenings at community
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business gatherings. We’ve entered a new era, one in which
shifting cultural values and the explosion of digital
technology enable us to network in vastly more efficient,
more focused, and more enjoyable ways. A fresh take on How
to Win Friends and Influence People, Your Network Is Your
Net Worth is an entertaining, straightforward guide filled
with revealing case studies, hands-on advice, and innovative
strategies for building your network. Written by soughtafter speaker, entrepreneur, and marketing executive Porter
Gale, with a foreword by Apple evangelist and bestselling
author Guy Kawasaki, this book shows you how to establish,
expand, and nurture your connections both online and off.
New ways to network are popping up every day—and Gale tells
you how to make the most of them—but even traditional
networking opportunities are not the same animals that they
once were, and we need to shift our attitudes and approaches
accordingly. Networking has evolved from a transactional
game to a transformational process. Whereas once it was
about power plays, now it’s about charting your own course,
following your passions, and making meaningful connections,
which in turn increase your happiness and productivity. In
addition to chronicling her own rise from an ad agency
intern to an in-demand consultant, Gale also shares the
inspiring stories of so many others who live by this
networking model: a military wife who connects with social
media communities while her husband is deployed overseas, a
young woman blog-ger battling leukemia, a dyslexic
politician who wins elections by telling stories, and the
CEO of a Major League Baseball team who once made a phone
call that changed the course of his life. When you focus on
your passions and reorganize your networking around your
values and beliefs, you will discover the kind of lasting
relationships, personal transformation, and, ultimately,
tangible wealth that are the foundation for happiness and
success. With a message both timely and important, Your
Network Is Your Net Worth is the definitive handbook to
Networking 2.0.
“For introverts who panic at the idea of networking,
Wickre’s book is a deep, calming breath.” —Sophia Dembling,
author of The Introvert’s Way Former Google executive,
editorial director of Twitter, self-described introvert, and
“the best-connected Silicon Valley figure you’ve never heard
of” (Walt Mossberg, Wall Street Journal), offers networking
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advice for anyone who has ever canceled a coffee date due to
social anxiety. Learn to nurture a vibrant circle of
reliable contacts without leaving your comfort zone.
Networking has garnered a reputation as a sort of necessary
evil. Some people relish the opportunity to boldly work the
room, introduce themselves to strangers, and find common
career ground—but for many others, the experience is
awkward, or even terrifying. The common networking advice
for introverts are variations on the theme of overcoming or
“fixing” their quiet tendencies. But Karen Wickre is a selfdescribed introvert who has worked in Silicon Valley for
thirty years. She shows you how to embrace your quiet nature
and “make genuine connections that last, that we can nurture
across the world for all kinds of purposes” (Chris Anderson,
head of TED). Karen’s “embrace your quiet side” approach is
for anyone who finds themselves shying away from traditional
networking activities, or for those who would rather be
curled up with a good book on a Friday night than out at a
party. With compelling arguments and creative strategies,
this “practical, easy-to-use” (Sree Sreenivasan, former
chief digital officer of Columbia University) book is a
perfect guide.
The Bliss List
Discover What Truly Makes You Happy--Then Land Your Dream
Job
How Next Gen Donors Are Revolutionizing Giving
Genius of Generosity Book: Lessons from a Secret Pact
Between Two Friends
Successful Fundraising for Arts and Cultural Organizations
Your Step-by-Step Guide to Creating a Giving Plan and
Leaving a Legacy
Jubilee and Social Justice
For decades, the manufacturing industry has employed the Toyota Production System —
the most powerful production method in the world — to reduce waste, improve quality,
reduce defects and increase worker productivity. In 2001, Virginia Mason Medical
Center, an integrated healthcare delivery system in Seattle, Washington set out to
achieve its compelling vision to become The Quality Leader and to fulfill that vision,
adopted the Toyota Production System as its management method. Winner of a Shingo
Research and Professional Publication Award! Transforming Health Care: Virginia
Mason Medical Center's Pursuit of the Perfect Patient Experience takes you on the
journey of of Virginia Mason Medical Center's pursuit of the perfect patient experience
through the application of lean principles, tools, and methodology. The results speak
for themselves, including: An innovative patient safety alert system Reduction in
professional liability insurance expenses Foundational changes that make it possible
for nurses to spend 90% of their time with patients A computerized module that sorts
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through electronic medical charts and automatically identifies when disease
management and preventative testing due Over the last several years Virginia Mason
has become internationally known for its journey towards perfection by applying the
Toyota Production System to healthcare. The book takes readers step by step through
Virginia Mason's journey as it seeks to provide perfection to its customer – the patient.
This book shows you how you use this system to transform your own organization.
Using the author’s extensive experience of advising public, private and non-profit
sectors on personal, organization, and community behavioral and systems change
knowledge and tools, this book applies a new lens to the question of how to respond to
climate change. It offers a scientifically rigorous understanding of the negative mental
health and psychosocial impacts of climate change and argues that overlooking these
issues will have very damaging consequences. The practical assessment of various
methods to build human resilience offered by Transformational Resilience then makes a
powerful case for the need to quickly expand beyond emission reductions and
hardening physical infrastructure to enhance the capacity of individuals and groups to
cope with the inevitable changes affecting all levels of society.Applying a traumainformed mental health and psychosocial perspective, Transformational Resilience
offers a groundbreaking approach to responding to climate disruption. The book
describes how climate disruption traumatizes societies and how effective responses
can catalyze positive learning, growth, and change.
This newest edition of the classic book shows how anyone can align and integrate
values, passions, and dreams for their communities and families into their plans.
Inspired Philanthropy explains how to make a difference by creating giving and legacy
plans, tells what questions to ask nonprofits, and spells out how to help partner with
advisors and nonprofit leaders for inspired outcomes. In addition to overall updates to
statistics, the new edition includes a discussion of the implications of the Buffett gift to
the Gates Foundation; new legacy planning tools; expanded resources on youth, giving
circles, and communities of color; key questions for advisors and donors; and
worksheets and resources available on the enclosed CD.
This book advances understanding of the manifestations, causes, and consequences of
generosity. Synthesizing the findings of the 14 research projects conducted by the
Science of Generosity Initiative and offering an appendix of methods for studying
generosity, this comprehensive account integrates insights from disparate disciplines
to facilitate a broader understanding of giving—ultimately creating a compendium of not
only the latest research in the field of altruistic behaviors, but also a research roadmap
for the future. As the author sequentially explores the manifestations, causes, and
consequences of generosity, Patricia Snell Herzog here also offers analyses ranging
from the micro- to macro-level to paint a full picture of the individual, interpersonal and
familial, and collective (inter)actions involved in altruism and generosity. The author
concludes with a call to stimulate further interdisciplinary generosity studies,
describing the implications for emerging scholars and practitioners across sociology,
economics, political science, religious studies, and beyond.
Transforming the Mobile Workplace
Transforming Health Care
How Your Passion Can Change the World
Dialogue
Leading Without Authority
Wake Up Grateful
Your Network Is Your Net Worth

If you want to change the world, you'll want to read Inspired Philanthropy. Tracy Gary
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and Melissa Kohner show you how social change happens. No matter how much or little
you have to give, you'll learn how to create a giving plan that will make your charitable
giving catalytic. Then, through clear text and substantive exercises, you'll learn how to
align your giving with your deepest values-- to help bring about the very changes you
want.
More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin USA
The Generosity Network is the essential guide to the art of activating resources of every
kind behind any worthy cause. Philanthropist Jeff Walker and fund-raising expert
Jennifer McCrea offer a fresh new perspective that can make the toughest challenges
of nonprofit management and development less stressful, more rewarding—and even
fun. Walker and McCrea show how traditional pre-scripted, money-centered, goaloriented fund-raising techniques lead to anxiety and failure, while open-spirited,
curiosity-driven, person-to-person connections lead to discovery, growth—and often
amazing results. Through engrossing personal stories, a wealth of innovative
suggestions, and inspiring examples, they show nonprofit leaders how to build a
community of engaged partners who share a common passion and are eager to provide
the resources needed to change the world—not just money, but also time, talents,
personal networks, creative thinking, public support, and all the other forms of social
capital that often seem scanty yet are really abundant, waiting to be uncovered and
mobilized. Highly practical, motivating, and thought provoking, The Generosity
Network is designed to energize and empower nonprofit leaders, managers, donors,
board members, and other supporters. Whether you help run a multimillion-dollar
global nonprofit or raise funds for a local scout troop, PTA, or other community
organization, you’ll learn new approaches that will make your work more successful
and enjoyable than ever.
"Give over $100 today and get this personalized state-of-the-art fountain pen free!"
"Become a gold sponsor and your name wll be featured on our exclusive Wall of
Fame!" "Send in your donation by December 31st and enjoy the benefits of giving on
your next tax return!" Who hasn't heard fundraising gimmicks like these? Or, who
hasn't used these gimmicks on others? As Wes Willmer writes, generosity is the natural
outcome of God's transforming work in individuals when they are conformed to the
image of Christ. Fundraising and giving are not simply drops in the bucket. Capital
campaigns and raising funds go deeper than the money. They are spiritual activities in
becoming more like Christ. A Revolution in Generosity is a work by some of the best
scholars and practitioners on the subject of funding Christian organizations. As
Willmer writes, "The foundation for realizing a revolution in generosity is
understanding the biblical view of possessions, generosity, and asking for resources."
With over twenty expert contributors, this book is a must-read for organizations striving
to rid themselves of secular, asking practices and gain an eternal approach.
Connecting to Change the World
Your Step-by-Step Guide to Creating a Giving Plan
Selected Essays
Virginia Mason Medical Center's Pursuit of the Perfect Patient Experience
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Engine of Impact
A Guide to Creating Life-Transforming Worship Services
Abundance
Kristi Nelson, executive director of A Network for Grateful Living, unlocks the practice
of living gratefully in a challenging world, with reflections, daily exercises, and lifechanging perspective for discovering the gifts of gratitude.
How you give matters. Discover philanthropic strategies for creating transformational
change. Whether you regularly donate to charity, run a small family foundation, or are
responsible for millions of dollars in grants, you are a philanthropist. Delusional
Altruism: Why Philanthropists Fail To Achieve Change and What They Can Do To
Transform Giving looks at how you can create transformational change. It reminds us
that how we give is as important as the amount we give. The author describes common
practices that hinder transformational change and explains how to avoid them, ensuring
that your gifts help create the impact you seek. Delusional Altruism—a set of all-toocommon errors in philanthropic strategy—can derail a program of giving and result in a
loss of efficiency and effectiveness. This book asks philanthropists and charitable
organizations to consider whether they have fallen under the spell of Delusional Altruism.
Are you cutting out impactful giving in order to save money or avoid uncertainty? Is your
philanthropic approach unnecessarily restricted by traditional thinking? This book will
help you answer these questions and determine how you can achieve better outcomes
through the process of Transformational Giving. Ask questions that spur learning and fuel
innovation Believe that investment in yourself and your operation is important Increase
the speed of your actions to increase the impact of your giving Give in ways that create
lasting, sustainable change Follow strategies to make your philanthropy unstoppable
Although enhanced opportunities for philanthropic giving are on the horizon, changes to
philanthropic practice are needed to prevent this philanthropy boom from becoming
under-leveraged. Implementing updated approaches now can lead to positive change for
the future. Read Delusional Altruism to learn how you can transform reality with
strategic giving.
A guide the art of fundraising and activating resources behind worthy causes, nonprofits
and foundations reveals why traditional methods are typically unsuccessful, outlining
practical, person-to-person strategies designed to empower managers and supporters for
substantive results.
Traces the author's Hollywood experiences at the sides of Judy Garland, Charlton Heston,
and Elizabeth Taylor, and describes his controversial work as an anti-war activist.
Be Fearless
Working Virtually
The Art Of Thinking Together
Harnessing the Power of Networks for Social Impact
New Transformational Tools for Successful Fund-raising
5 Principles for a Life of Breakthroughs and Purpose
Inspiring Courage
The essays collected in this book, by James A. Banks, a foundational figure in the field of
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multicultural education, illuminate the interconnection between the author’s work on
knowledge construction and civic education. In pieces both poignant and personal, Banks
shares some of his most groundbreaking and innovative work. Diversity, Transformative
Knowledge, and Civic Education aims to unpack the "citizenship-education dilemma,"
whereby education programs strive to teach students democratic ideals and values within
social, economic, political, and educational contexts that contradict justice, equality, and
human rights. For change to take place, students need to internalize democratic values, by
directly experiencing them in transformative classrooms and schools that are envisioned and
described in this book. Drawn from Banks’ formidable canon, this collection highlights the
conceptual, curricular, and pedagogical issues related to this dilemma, and signals a
fundamental shift toward transformative citizenship education. Students, scholars and
educators in the fields of multicultural education, civic education, social studies education,
comparative education, and the foundations of education will find this book to be a valuable
resource for discussion and discovery.
This volume provides information and commentary on the ways in which charities and
companies may work together for mutual advantage. It offers helpful insight into the
mechanisms and methods of raising funds from corporate givers.
This book by pastor and certified fund raising executive (CFRE) Michael R. Ward provides
church leaders a resource to lead their congregations to a new culture of generosity and
abundance that raises more money as well as more disciples. Written specifically with
pastors, congregation councils, finance committees, and stewardship teams in mind, this book
encourages and guides a process of study, reflection, and action that is clear and practical.
Ward taps into years of experience fundraising in the nonprofit sector to address the ongoing
challenges of financing ministry. His goal is to empower congregations and other nonprofit
organizations to expect and plan for generosity. The book moves from grounding
stewardship ministry biblically and theologically to setting up the basic building blocks for
strong stewardship, including board development, stewardship planning, and strategic
planning. From there, it addresses practical tactics, such as case development,
communication, donor mentality, roadblocks, volunteers, and steps to a gift. Real-life stories
and examples of growing stewardship programs and capital campaigns are provided along
with practical hands-on tools to help groups plan, develop, and implement stewardship plans.
How the New Power of Co-elevation Can Break Down Silos, Transform Teams, and
Reinvent Collaboration
Creating a Culture of Generosity
Why Philanthropists Fail To Achieve Change and What They Can Do To Transform Giving
The Generosity Network
Transit Life
How to Create a Movement that Drives Transformational Change
Corporate Fundraising
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